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Abstract.
“Bohm diffusion” causes the electrons to diffuse perpendicular to the

magnetic field lines. However, its origin is not yet completely understood: low
and high frequency electric field fluctuations are both named to cause Bohm
diffusion. The importance of including this process in a Monte Carlo (MC)
model is demonstrated by comparing calculated ionization rates with particle-
in-cell/Monte Carlo collisions (PIC/MCC) simulations. A good agreement
is found with a Bohm diffusion parameter of 0.05, which corresponds well
with experiments. Since the PIC/MCC method accounts for fast electric field
fluctuations, we conclude that Bohm diffusion is caused by fast electric field
phenomena.
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Magnetron devices are widely applied for the sputter deposition of thin films. In
magnetron discharges, both an electric and a magnetic field are present. The magnetic
field causes the electrons to be trapped close to the cathode, leading to a more efficient
use of the electrons to ionize the gas atoms. In this way, higher power densities can
be achieved as compared to a non-magnetized glow discharge, resulting in enhanced
sputtering of the target. However, experimental and computational observations
show that electron transport perpendicular to the magnetic field lines is higher than
expected from classical theory [1–4]. This anomalous electron diffusion is commonly
attributed to instabilities in the discharge. Indeed, temporary electric field changes
can push electrons away from their magnetic traps, and therefore enhance electron
transport across the magnetic field lines. However, the origin of these instabilities is
still subject to discussion. Indeed, according to [5–7], low frequency field oscillations
(in the order of kHz) are the origin of Bohm diffusion, whereas also high frequency
oscillations (in the order of MHz) are reported to cause anomalous diffusion [8, 9].
Therefore, this work is dedicated to the effect and the interpretation of anomalous
diffusion.

To study the electron movement in magnetron discharges, numerical simulations
are applied. The clearly non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution in magnetron
discharges caused by the low pressure, makes particle modeling, such as Monte
Carlo (MC) and particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collisions (PIC/MCC) simulations,
the most suitable technique. Here, each electron is followed individually. The
electrons move in the electric and magnetic fields according to Newton’s equations of
motion. Furthermore, they collide probabilistically in the Monte Carlo algorithm, and
interactions with the walls are also accounted for (i.e. electron reflection, adsorption
and emission).

Since the magnetic field is not much influenced by the charged plasma species, it is
typically used as input in such models. In a MC model, the electric field is used as input
as well. Hence it is a non self-consistent modeling approach, which has the advantage of
a relatively short calculation time, but in expense, it does not account for electric field
variations due to charge fluctuations. As a consequence, the effect of Bohm diffusion
must be explicitly included in a MC model. On the other hand, in a PIC/MCC model,
the electric field is recalculated in each time step by means of the Poisson equation.
Therefore, the PIC/MCC model implicitely accounts for electric field changes caused
by the charged particles, and hence for possible anomalous diffusion. An important
remark here is that large time scale oscillations can however not be modeled with a
PIC/MCC method due to calculation time limitations. Indeed, a typical low frequency
oscillation of 100 kHz corresponds to 10 µs per oscillation, acquiring a calculation time
of months when simulating a couple of oscillations. In other words, with a PIC/MCC
model we are only able to investigate whether high frequency fluctuations (i.e. above
100kHz) cause Bohm diffusion.

In the present work, we have performed simulations with both a PIC/MCC model
and a MC model, to investigate the importance and origin of Bohm diffusion. A
detailed explanation of the PIC/MCC model used in this work can be found in [10,11].
The MC model is based on the same principles, and hence, it will not be explained
in detail here. The main differences are that the electric field is not calculated self-
consistently. Moreover, only electrons are followed, and therefore only electron impact
collisions are included, whereas in a PIC/MCC model also other plasma species are
followed [10, 11]. Here, we will only focus on the treatment of Bohm diffusion in the
MC model.
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In fluid models, Bohm diffusion is included by using a Bohm diffusion coefficient
in the electron balance equations [2,3], or by using an adjusted magnetic field based on
the Bohm diffusion coefficient expression [12]. However, in particle models, diffusion
coefficients are not applied, so anomalous diffusion must be included differently. Bohm
diffusion can be seen as an interaction of an electron with the electric field fluctuations,
which knocks the electron away from the magnetic field line. Therefore, in our MC
model, this effect is included as an extra collision event with a frequency fBohm,
proportional to the gyrofrequency fg [9].

fBohm = KBohmfg (1)

The gyrofrequency fg =
qB

2πm
, with q the elementary charge, m the electron mass,

and B the magnitude of the magnetic field vector. The proportionality factor,
KBohm, is called the Bohm parameter and can be adapted in the model so that
the calculated electron properties agree with results from self-consistent calculations
and/or experiments.

The probability of this “Bohm collision” event is:

PBohm = 1− exp(−∆tfBohm) (2)

If Bohm diffusion occurs, electrons are assumed to scatter preferably in the
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field [9]. Therefore, the post-collision velocity
is derived by rotating the perpendicular component of the velocity vector with
respect to B with an arbitrary angle, and leaving the parallel component unchanged.
In the present study, a planar circular magnetron is investigated. Because of
the cylindrically symmetrical reactor, the magnetic field can be described in two-
dimensions (Br, Bz), but the species velocities are three-dimensional (vr, vθ, vz) to
describe properly the electron gyration around the magnetic field lines, and to satisfy
the energy conservation. Therefore, the parallel velocity vector, v‖, represents the
vector parallel to B, lying in the r − z plane. Consequently, since v also has a θ
component, the perpendicular velocity vector, v⊥, lies in the r − θ − z plane. It is
hence v⊥ which needs to be rotated.

To find the components of v⊥, the r − z reference frame is rotated so that the

new r-axis lies parallel to B. With χ the angle between v and B, cosχ =
v.B
v.B

. Since
v = v‖ + v⊥, the components of the velocity vector perpendicular to B, v⊥, in the
new reference frame are:

vr,⊥ = vr −
v cosχ
B

.Br

vθ,⊥ = vθ

vz,⊥ = vz −
v cosχ
B

.Bz

(3)

When rotating v⊥ around the new r-axis, its new velocity components are:

v′r,⊥ = vr,⊥

v′θ,⊥ = vθ,⊥ cos(2πRN)− vz,⊥ sin(2πRN)

v′z,⊥ = vθ,⊥ sin(2πRN) + vz,⊥ cos(2πRN)

(4)
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Finally, since v′ = v‖ + v′⊥, returning to the original reference frame gives the
velocity after a Bohm collision:

v′r = vr

v′θ = v′θ,⊥

v′z =
v cosχ
B

.Bz + v′z,⊥

(5)

The investigated balanced planar circular magnetron has a cathode target with
a radius of 25 mm, in a cylindrical chamber with walls at 28 mm from the symmetry
axis. Parallel to the target, a substrate is located at a distance of 24 mm from the
target, as presented in [13,14]. The magnetron operates at a gas temperature of 300 K,
an argon pressure of 1 Pa and an oxygen pressure of 0.24 Pa. The applied magnetic
field has a maximum radial magnetic field strength of 1040 G. In the PIC/MCC model,
the electric field is generated by an external voltage of -600 V, the resistance of this
external circuit is 1500 Ω, giving rise to a cathode voltage of -312 V and a current of
0.2 A. The self-consistently calculated electric field is used as input for the MC model.
Since this self-consistently calculated electric field considerably changes in time (see
further), it is smoothed in time at steady state to be used as input in the MC model.
Moreover, to avoid low energy electrons to get trapped in local electric field maxima,
only fast electrons are followed in the MC model.

In the MC model, we varied the Bohm parameters KBohm from 0 (i.e. no Bohm
diffusion) to 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.1. In figure 1, the electron impact ionization rate of
argon, calculated with these Bohm parameters, is presented. Since only fast electrons
are followed in the MC model, we use the electron impact ionization rate rather than
the (fast) electron density to evaluate Bohm diffusion. The ionization rate gives us
an idea on the location of both fast and slow electrons (created by these ionizations),
whereas the electron density only shows the location of the fast electrons. From
figure 1 it is clear that an increased Bohm parameter causes the ionization rate profile
to spread out towards the bulk, and hence the maximum is lower. Indeed, increasing
the Bohm parameter enhances the electron mobility, causing the electrons to escape
from their magnetic traps towards the bulk. This leads to a more spread out gas
ionization. These results are in correspondance to [9].

A PIC/MCC calculation was carried out for the same conditions, and the
ionization rate profile is presented in figure 2. This profile differs considerably from
the profile calculated with the MC model without explicitly including Bohm diffusion
(KBohm = 0): the maximum is lower, and the profile is more spread out than the
MC profile. This indicates that Bohm diffusion is already present at fast electric
field fluctuations, because the self-consistent PIC/MCC calculation only accounts for
electric field fluctuations at a short time scale. These electric field fluctuations are
apparent in figures 3 and 4, presenting the z-component of the electric field (Ez),
calculated with the PIC/MCC model (since Er is approximately 10 times smaller,
these results are not shown here). Figure 3 shows the spatial profile of Ez, which
has changed at three different time steps. Moreover, figure 4 clearly demonstrates the
electric field fluctuations in a time interval of 2 µs in a grid point in the sheath (at
r=13.5 mm, z=0.2 mm) and in the bulk (at r=13.5 mm, z=20 mm), which indeed
occur at short time scales (i.e. high frequency). The electric field in the sheath does
not vary so much (compared to its absolute value) but the fluctuations in the plasma
bulk are very pronounced.
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When the Bohm parameter is increased in the MC model, the shape of the profile
calculated with the MC model matches the one calculated with the PIC/MCC model
much better. However, the maxima of the MC profiles decrease below the maximum
of the PIC/MCC profile. This is probably caused by the fact that in the MC model,
only electron impact collisions are included. In reality, other ionization collisions, such
as Ar+ ion and fast Ar atom impact ionization, can also be important [15] and they
are explicitely included in the PIC/MCC model [10, 11]. Moreover, the PIC/MCC
results indeed showed that a considerable fraction of all ionization reactions can be
ascribed to Ar+ ion and fast Ar atom impact. Therefore, it is logical that the electron
density and the electron impact ionization rate as calculated with the MC model are
lower than the PIC/MCC results. Therefore, we will only compare the shape of the
profiles and not the absolute values.

In figure 5 the electron impact ionization rates, normalized to its maximum value,
on a line above the race track (r=13.5 mm) are compared. This figure shows that a
Bohm parameter of 0.05 reproduces the shape of the PIC/MCC profile best. This
value lies in the range of the experimentally obtained local Bohm parameters of 1/6 -
1/25 (0.17 - 0.04) [1]. Since the PIC/MCC calculation can only track short time scale
electric field instabilities because of the limited calculation time, we can conclude that
Bohm diffusion is mainly caused by high frequency electric field instabilities (i.e. below
10 µs, equivalent to a minimum of 100 kHz).

In summary, this letter describes the treatment of Bohm diffusion in a two-
dimensional cylindrical MC model. Bohm diffusion is included as an extra collision
event, and afterwards, the velocity component of the electron perpendicular to the
magnetic field line is scattered with a random angle. Anomalous electron diffusion
across the magnetic field lines is caused by electric field instabilities, which draw the
electrons away from their magnetic traps, and enhance their mobility. A self-consistent
PIC/MCC model implicitely includes short time scale electric field variations. By
tuning the Bohm parameter so that the calculated normalized ionization rate of the
MC model is comparable with the PIC/MCC model, a Bohm parameter of 0.05
gives the best agreement (note that the absolute values can not be compared due
to certain omitted electron producing collisions, e.g. Ar+ ion and fast Ar atom impact
ionizations). From experiments [1], Bohm parameters in the range of 0.04 - 0.17 were
found. Since the experimental values correspond well to our derived Bohm parameter,
we can conclude that Bohm diffusion is mainly caused by fast electric field fluctuations.

Moreover, this implies that in a PIC/MCC model, Bohm diffusion is implicitely
and completely included. However, by using a MC model, the calculation time is
tremendously lower (i.e. a few days compared to three weeks to obtain statistically
valid results and to reach convergence). Therefore, when including Bohm diffusion
explicitly in the MC model, we will be able to model large scale reactors and
complex geometries, which is impossible with a PIC/MCC model due to the very
large calculation time of these simulations.
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Figure 1. Electron impact ionization rates of Ar (in m−3 s−1), calculated with
the MC model, with different Bohm parameters of (a) 0, (b) 0.01, (c) 0.03, (d)
0.05 and (e) 0.1. The calculated electric field of the PIC/MCC model is used as
input (with a cathode voltage of -312 V and a cathode current of 0.2 A). The
magnetron operates at an Ar pressure of 1 Pa and an O2 pressure of 0.24 Pa. The
z-axis corresponds to the symmetry axis of the cylindrically symmetrical reactor.
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Figure 2. Electron impact ionization rate of Ar (in m−3 s−1), calculated with the
PIC/MCC model, for the same conditions as in figure 1. The z-axis corresponds
to the symmetry axis of the cylindrically symmetrical reactor.

Figure 3. Spatial profile of the z-component of the electric field (Ez) at three
different time steps, calculated with the PIC/MCC model. The electric field in
the sheath is more or less the same, but the fluctuations in the bulk are very
pronounced.
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Figure 4. Fluctuations of the z-component of the electric field (Ez) in a time
interval of 2 µs in a grid point (a) in the sheath (at r=13.5 mm, z=0.2 mm) and
(b) in the bulk (at r=13.5 mm, z=20 mm), calculated with the PIC/MCC model.
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Figure 5. (Color online) Normalized electron impact ionization rates of Ar on a
line above the race track (r=13.5 mm), calculated with both models, as denoted
in the legend.


